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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL. 

MINNESOTA AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION, 

ST. ANTHONY PARK, ST. PAUL, MINN., 

November 7, 1907. 
SIR:-I have the honor to transmit, herewith, a manu

script entitled Experirrients in Pork Production, and rec
ommend that it be published as an Experiment Station 
Bulletin. _This manuscript reports the results of two years 
co-operative work on this subject by the divisions of Ani
mal Husbandry and Agriculture. The work has been 
carried out and the manuscript prepared by Mr. D. A. 
Gaumnitz, Assistant in Animal Husbandry, and Messrs. 
A. D. Wilson and L. B. Bassett, Assistants in Agriculture. 

E. w. RANDALL, 

Respectfully, 

ANDREW Boss, 
Agriculturist and Animal Husbandman. 

Dean and Director. 
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SUMMARY. 

(1) "Hogging off corn" may be practiced with profit on many Minne
sota farms. 

(2) Pork was produced with less grain by hogging corn than by feeding 
ear or snapped corn in yards. (See page 76.) 

(3) Hogs fed in field gained nearly one-third more rapidly than those 
fed in yards. (See page 81.) 

( 4) The cost of fencing corn fields may be from $1.00 to $2.50 less 
per acre than the cost of husking the corn. (See pages 89-95.) 

(5) The stover lost in following this method is, in many cases not 
worth the cost of saving it. (Sec page 86.) 

(6) Good pastures are in most cases necessary for the economical pro
duction of pork. (See page 87.) 

(7) To have good hog pastures and to hog off corn economically, a 
carefully worked out plan with a view to economy of labor 
and fencing is essential. (See pag,·s 95-97.) 

(8) A four year rotation (grain, clover, corn, corn,) works very sat
isfactorily on small fields, for hogs, as it gives twice as much 
corn as pasture, which is about the proportion used. (Sec pages 
96-97.) 

(9) A three year rotation of larger fields is practical when sheep are 
at hand to make use of the extra pasture. (Sec page 101.) 

( 10) Any fields permanently fenced for hogs should be convenient to 
the farmstead, as large as can be used by this class of stock, 
and of such shape as to reduce to a minimum the amount of 
fencing necessary to enclose an acre of land. (Sec page 95.) 

(11) It requires no more labor to prepare for subsequent crops fields 
that have been hogged off than those that have been treated 
by the ordinary methods of ha nesting. (See pages 84-85.) 

( 12) Hogs waste no more corn in field than when fed in yard. They 
pick the corn as clean as most men do in husking. (Sec pages 
78-84.) 

(13) Three pounds of rape, costing !Sc, sown in corn at last cultiva
tion, furnishes considerable succulent feed; which may take 
the place of high priced shorts. (Sec'. page 70.) 

(14) Labor in caring for hogs is not increased by hogging corn, but 
may be decreased, if systematic methods are employed. 

(15) It is not expected that all corn raised be fed off with hogs, but 
the amount they can clean up from the time it is nicely glazed 
until the weather becomes unfavorable, (two or three months 
in Minnesota), may be very economically fed in this way. 

( 16) Hogs should not, as a rule, be turned into more corn at one time 
than they can eat up clean in two or three weeks. The shorter 
period is preferable. 
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HOGGING OFF CORN VS. YARD FEEDING. 

D. A. GAUMNITZ, A. D. \NILSON, L. B. B.\SSETT. 

Profit in pork production depends largely on the 
economy exercised in the grovving and fattening of pigs. 
The cheapest gains are made in the fattening process when 
the pigs have been so grown from birth that they respond 
readily to the food given later; when they are kept com
fortable and healthy; and when the proper nutrients are 
supplied them at a minimum cost. 

As a ge·neral proposition, barley or corn with suitable 
adjuncts furnishes the cheapest fattening foods. In the 
southern two-thirds of the state, corn is usually the 
cheaper feed, while in the northern section badey is gen
erally the more economical for pork making. Market 
prices for grains are, however, the governing factors. 

As a method of economical feeding the practice of 
"hogg·ing off' corn has been growing in f~vor during the 
past few years, and seems to be a practical ancl economical 
way of feeding hogs seyeral weeks during the fall. 

This bulletin reports the results of two years' work 
at the Minnesota Experiment Station, in comparing this 
with othe1- methods of feeding corn; also the results ob
tained by several farmers who have practiced hogging off 
corn for one or more years. 

HOGGING OFF CORN-\VHAT IT MEANS. 

Hogging off corn is, comparatively a new phrase. It 
means in farm practice, turning the hogs into a field of stand
ing corn, allowing them to pull clown the stalks and consume 
the corn at will. 

This practice was not uncommon tvventy or twenty
five years ago in Ohio. It was not followed extensively 
because it appeared to be a shiftless, untidy way of har-
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F'ig. 1.-F'ield of corn ready for the lio,~·s h1 .1 90G. The crop of rape cost 
fron1 15c to 25c as it stands. It tal{1;s the' place: of \vec'<ls and an irnportant, 
adjunct to the corn 

vesting corn, and 
as good gains as when yard feel or closely 

These ideas combined with a plea 
scientists for bc::tter farming, was 
cutting and carefully husking the corn, 
continue the practice. 

About the time this of corn was dis--
carded in the East, the western farmers took it up, espec
ially in Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska <encl Oklahoma. 
Some have followed it more or less since that time with 
good results. • 

Corn is a comparatively cheap feed in the Central 
vVestern states. An acre of corn can be grown up to har
vest for from $4.00 to $5.00, and with rent:il of land added, 
for about $7.50 to $8.50. (See bulletin 97, Minnesota Ex
periment Station.) With fair yields, the cost per bushel is 
very low. High prices for labor, together with low prices 
for corn warrant economy in labor even though it may 
lead to a slight waste of corn. 
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The idea that hogging off corn is a shiftless way of 
farming is based neither on facts nor good judgment. So 
far as the farmer is concerned, the method that yields the 
largest net profit and the greatest possibility of enjoyment 
for himself and family is the best to follow. vVhen it is 
learned that corn may be economically harvested with 
live stock and that good timothy and clover hay can be 
produced as cheaply per ton as corn stover can be saved 
this idea will change. 

QUESTIONS PERTAINING TO HOGGING OFF CORN. 

Those who have not tried hogging corn raise a great 
many questions as to its practicability, anrl it was for the 
purpose of getting facts with which to answer these ques
tions that the experiments in hogging corn at the Min
nesota Experiment Station were undertaken. These 
questions are: 

1. Is not a larger amount of corn wasted? See page 
78 and 84. 

2. Do hogs fatten well with so much run? See page 
77 and 78. 

3. Does it not cost more to fence than to husk and 
feed the corn? See page 102. 

4. Is not a large amount of the value of the crop lost 
by not saving the stover? See page 86. 

5. Are the fields not left in poor condition for the fol
lowing corn? See page 84. 

6. Is it not expensive to care for hogs when away from 
the lmilclings? See page 82 and 105. 

7. How large should hogs be when turned in the corn
fi elcl? See page 104. 

8. How long is the season during which hogs may be 
in the cornfield? See page 82 an cl 104. 

9. On how large an· area should hogs be turned at one 
time? See page 106. 

IO. \iVhat kind of corn is best for hogging off See 
page 104. 

11. How rapidly will hogs gain? See page 81. 

DETAILS OF THE EXPERIMENT. 

The Division of Agriculture is devoting three 3-acre 
fields to a three year rotation of corn, barley and mangels, 
for the purpose of determining a practical method by 
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which the cost per acre of grovving rnangels may be re
duced. This one field (8x60 rds.) of corn each year 
and on this field the hogging corn experiments have been 
conducted. The corn grown was Minn. No. 13, planted 
in check rows on well prepared soil. It was cultivated 
four times in 1905 and five times in 1906. Three pounds 
of rape were sown broadcast before the last cultivation 
which was July 15th, 1905, and July 20th, 1906. 

The lots that were used for the yard fed hogs were 
about 40 feet wide and from 60 to 75 feet in length. 

hard 

BEGINXIXG OF THE ExPEHI:\11-:sT .\:\J) :\,\'JThL or T;JE l'1cs. 

It was intenclecl to turn the pigs into the cl as 
soon as the corn dented. In 1905 pigs could not be sccnrecl 
early, and in 1906 the corn was cliflicult to husk by hand 
early, for the yard pigs, so it was thought best not to start 
the work until Sept. 19th. Ordinarilv 1100-s should be . . ~ 

turned mto the corn by Sept. 1st. 
:rhrough Mr. McKissick and Mr. Young, managers 

of North Oaks Farm, near St. Paul, 38 Grade Berkshire 
pigs of late winter and early spring farrow were secured 
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for the work in l(JOS. One pig was taken from the college 
herd to make up the number desired for the experiment. 
Being late in the season, it was decided to put two-thirds 
of the pigs into the cornfield so as to harvest the crop, if 
possible, before snow covered the corn. One-third of the 
pigs were feel in the yard. They were divided equally as 
to quality and weight, the 26 pigs anraging 148 pounds, 
and the 13, 147 pounds. 

In 1906 another lot of spring farrowed pigs were se
cured from North Oaks Farm. These with some cross
lwecls of the same age raised on University Farm were 
started on the experiment Sept. 19th. The pigs were 
divided according to qua] i l y but in weight some allowance 
was made, because in 1905 the field pigs had gained so 
much more rapidly than the yard pigs. This year the 
field lot averaged 112.6 pounds and the snapped and ear 
corn lot 137.5 pounds. In 1905 th€ field pigs took to the 
hogging clown of corn rather rapidly, learning to do it 
in about three clays, but in 1906 it required about a week 
or ten clays for the 112 pound pigs to learn how to break 
clown the corn and find the ears, thoug·h they ate the rape· 
an cl lm,·er lea \·es of the corn \\·ith relish. 

SAllIPLIXG AND SrmrNK.\GE OF CORN. 

To make a comparison of the different methods of 
feeding it was necessary to know the amounts of feed con
sumed. In 1905 the amount of corn fed in the yard was 
easilv determined wh~n husked and hauled. but that in the 
field.had to be estimated after sampling. Out of e\·ery 
acre. which co.ntainecl 88 ro\YS 8 rods long. two rows of 
corn were husked and weighed. This gave a very fair 
basis for determining the amount of corn in the field. In 
order that both the field and yard hogs might have corn 
of the same kind and in the same condition, C\ proportion
ate amount of the same variety of corn was husked at 
the same time from an adjoining field for the yard hogs. 
Each time the field hogs \Vere turned into a new piece of 
corn, a new supply of the same kind was secured for the 
yard hogs. 

In 1906 two lots of pig·s were fed in y'1rcls. one on 
ear corn ancl one on snapped corn or corn which included 
both the ear and the husk instead of the ear alone as in 
ear corn. Snapped corn is more easily and quickly gath-
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ered than when husked and is also very representative of 
shock corn, of which much is feel. The samples this year 
were taken in the same way as in 1905 except that the 
weighed samples taken from the fields as well as the 
samples which were taken from the loads gathered for 
the yard lots were preserved until the 29th of De
cember and then weighed to determine the amount of 
shrinkage in weight. This made it possible to reduce the 
amount of corn used to a marketable basis. The corn for 
the yard lots was all snapped. Then one loacl of the 
snapped corn was husked for the lot feel on ear corn and 
the corn and husks weighed. The weights furnished a 
basis for approximating the amount of corn eaten by the 
lot feel on snapped corn, ancl of estimating the amount 
eaten by all the lots on a market basis. 

It was found that: 
Corn husked Sept. 20th shrank 21.5 % in 101 clays. 
Corn husked Oct. 10th shrank 11 % in 81 clays. 
Corn husked Oct. 27th shrank 4% in 64 clays. 

and that in the early part of the season the husks repre
sented 11 % of the total weight of ear corn and 100 clays 
later 6 % of the total weight of the ear corn-a shrinkage 
of 5 %. 

FEEDS AND ADJUNCTS. 

Both the yard lots and the field lots were feel shorts 
to ·supplement the corn and provi<Je a better ration for 
growth. One pound of shorts a clay per hundred pounds 
of pig was the amount feel. The pigs were weighed 
vveekly and the amount of shorts feel corrected upon the 
basis of the increased weight. The field hogs had access 
to corn at all times. The yard hogs were given all they 
would eat up clean twice a clay. Salt was kept before 
them constantly and water was given in such amounts as 
they demanded. Each lot of hogs was watered and fed 
shorts twice each clay. The yard hogs also seemed 
anxious for their allowance of shorts. In the early por
tion of the season, while rape was green and the lower 
corn leaves succulent the field hogs showed no great de
sire for the shorts. It is doubtful, therefore, whether it 
is necessary to feed so much shorts when green feeds are 
available. 
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on ldt a 
rnay su_-n 

FENCE\'G. 

75 

ha_s been 
hogs ar0 

At the time of off the corn the field was 
\\·ith a 26 11 ri1J1inn oi \\«11·e11 \\·ire rn;ccle of 7 strands 

e1·ery 12 11
• A 1Jarb wire was used near the 

first ancl a barb wire above the ribbon the 
second year. woven wire 1vas fastened with three 
staples at a post and close to the ground. The corner 
posts were well set and braced. Line posts were set two 
rods apart. This fence proved entirely satisfactory and 
retained the pigs perfectly. It may be stated further that 
in 1905 some very wild pigs were used, they having been 
grown in the woods and on pastures some distance from 
buildings. These pigs \vere capable of breaking clown, 
burrowing , or jumping over this rather modest 
fence, if so inclin thev clicl not clo it. 

In all cases the \Ve.re given but an acre of corn to 
hog off at a time. hurdles were used to separate 
it from the remaining field because they were on hand 
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and convenient. The pigs did considerable shallow root
mg and examination revealed the fact that they were 
seeking angleworms. 'Nhether these worms were of 
much value as food or as a tonic cannot be said, but the 
pigs in the field appeared sleeker and heartier than did the 
yard lots. 

SHELTER. 

In 1905 neither the yard nor the field lot of hogs re
ceived any protection other than a straw bed in the early 
part of the experiment. Bo.th were given enough straw 
so that they could lie upon it without bunching and so that' 
their bodies did not come in contact with the ground. As 
rainy and snowy weather came on, it was found that with
out shelter the hogs were inclined to pile considerably as 
soon as their beds became \'Vet. This, of course, is ob
jectionable, as pigs are likely to become heated and then 
take cold easily. The pigs in the field seemed to suffer less 
from colds than those in the yards and were affected less 
by rain and snow storms. 

TABLE VIL-Showing Grain Required to Produce 1 pound of Gain. 

Date 
hxp. 

Began 

~ :"" Grain Consumed for 
JlnteExp. 1 ?t:·E llh.of.(!ain 

f:Io~t:U [ ~ .... g_ --- --~-r~uc~~~---
1 ~ ~ Shn"ts I Ear corn 

Totol Jhs of 
Feecl Eaten 

for 
1 lh. Gain 

--- --·----1-- ---·-- _____ , ____ _ 
i • I 

1\lOG Oct 11 ..... i ~-0°:.c~~'.'.~11:~1· 2fl 
190() ,;<pt. ll-J ... 1Nov. 9........... 32 

, I 

Averages ................................... . 

I 
1906 !Sept. 19 ... 

-1 
I 
I 

Lot fed 
SnRpped 

Corn 

Nov. 9 ........ . 

Lot fed 
Ear 
Corn 

8 

1905 ioct. 11 ..... Nov. 29 ..... :... 18 
1906 ~Sept. HJ. .. Nov. 9........... 8 

I 

1.3fl 
l.03 

1 2 I 

1.43 

1.69 
1.46 

In Field 

n.n<l 
r>.32 

6.14 

I.n Yard 

5.01 

In Yard 

8.81 
5.73 

R.3f> 
6 35 

7.35 

8.44 

10.42 
6.77 

---- ------------"---- ----1----- -----
A verag-es ........ ........................ . 1.57 7.02 8 59 

-------------------~-------------------
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In 1906 the yard lots were shelter and dry straw 
beds. The field hogs were treated just the same as 111 

1905, viz., straw upon ·which to sleep. 

J\_ESULTS OF 

Table l\:o. VII sho\\'s the amount of n consmnecl 
per pound of gain produced. The weight of corn in 1905 is 
the green weight as husked after October 11th. The corn 
in 1906 in e\·ery case was shrunk until December or 
the first of the year (see page 73), ~o a;; to it on a 
marketable basis. 

to this table the cost or' pork production 
1 This is clue to the fact that 

green corn was used. Tf shrnnk to a mar-
as at J 1st, from 15% to 20% shrink-

age would have to be Then, too, fcecli the swine 
so late in the year without shelter, the extending 
into a snowstorm ancl inten cold er, did not pro-
duce s as economically as \1·011lcl ha \'e been the case 
earlier in the season uncler more Ll\·orable conditions. 

F'ig. 4.--Field lot of hogs a week after the beginning o( experiment in .1906. • 
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GAINS IN l<rnLD LcJT AND EAR CoB.N LoT CmdPARED. 

The field lot of hogs produced pork for much less 
feed than did the hogs feel on ear corn. Averages for 1905 
and 1906 show that 1.24 pounds less of feed (corn and 
shorts) 11·ere reqnirecl to produce a pound of 11 when 
corn was hogg·ed off. Of this amount .36 pounds were 
shorts and .88 pounds were corn. The extra requirement 
of about .36 pounds of shorts amounts to a deal to 
the farmer who has to pay $20.00 per ton for feed, and 

Pig. 5.-Yard lot of hogs one \veck :tfter bc-ginnin,r; of (:xperim(•nt in 1$305 

even then cannot get it regularly. At ng 
of feed, the extra amount of shorts and corn required for 
every pound of gain proclucecl would cost at least from 
.80 to .90 of a cent per pound. 

vVhy hogs do better in the field and make gains more 
economically is difficult to explain. The mineral matter 
and worms obtained from the soil and freedom to exercise 
and eat at will probably ha 1·e a good upon clig·estion. 
Then, too, the ears of corn when husked become dry and 
hard, while those in the husk remain moist. Mastication 
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in the case of the moist corn is easier; the hogs eat more 
ancl therefore gain more rapidly and economically. 

FIELD LOT, EAR CORN AND SNAPPED CORN LOTS. 

But one s \vork has been carried on with a 
view to comparing the gains made by the field lot and the 
snapped corn lot. This work was begun to determine the 
wisdom of feeclillg· shock corn to pig;s. Table VI shows 
that there is little in cost of production 
bet\veen the fie] corn lot and the snapped corn lot, the 

Fig. G.Fivlcl 1ul of hogs at clu~c of ('XJ>(·rinH'nt, Jan. 24, J YOG. 

main difference being· th:it the field consumed .31 
pouncls rnore corn ancl the yard lots pounds more 
shorts. A small of course, is in favor of the 
field lot, because shorts is more ·\·e than corn. More 
work will need to be clone aluug line before the rela-
tionship between these two can be conclusively 
established. 

The in consumed for pound of gain 
by the ear corn and the snapped corn lots 1906 was more 
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perceptible, it being .33 pounds more (and this largely 
corn) in case of the car corn lot. The amount of shorts 
consumed by the two lots being practically constant, and 
that of the corn variable, \\·oulcl indicate that unhuskecl 
corn which contains a higher per cent of moisture than. 
husked corn is more effective. 

Another deduction that might be drawn .from the fact 
that both yard lots ate about the same amount of shorts, 
to produce a pound of grain, and the field lot much less, 
is that the amount of shorts required by those hogs fed 
in fields in which green crops grow would always be less 
than that required by hogs that were yard fed. 

EFFECT OF FEEDI~c; Ix FIELD UroN SuDSEQUENT GAIN. 

Those who feed swine in open ranges are loud in their 
praises· of the splendid condition it puts animals in for 
future feeding. To determine positively just what the 
effect would be on hogs fed in the tests through extremely 
cold weather in 1905 the work was continued until Jan. 
24th, the feed given the two lots being similar. Table 
VIII shows tabulated results. 

TABLE VIII.-Showing Average Gains and Cost of Producing One 
Pound of Gain in Studying the Effect of Previous Manage
ment upon Pork Production; 

:::: 
b.C ·;;; 
i::_c 
~;;; 
,; <N 

~> 
;c.. 0 

--------------~-<Z 
Field lot ..................... , 213 
Enr Corn lot .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . 196 

Feed requir0tl to 
produce onP. 

pound of gain. 

Shorts. / Corn. 

From this table it will be seen that the difference in 
-amount of food required is small, altogether too small to 
constitute convincing proof, though the. evidence is in favor 
of the field lot. 

AMOUNT AND RAPIDITY OF GAIN. 

The average weight at the beginning and at the close 
of the "hogging off" period are given for bqth 1905 and 
1906 in Table IX. 
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TABLE IX.-Amount and Rapidity of Gain in Weight. 

lot 
co1·n 

In BOG. 

In 19UG. 

81 
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It will be noted that each year greater gains were 
made by the field lot than by the ear corn lot. During a 50-
day period in 1905 and a 52-day period in 1906, an average 
daily gain of 1.37 pounds was made by the field lot, 1.03 
pounds by the lot fed ear corn and 1.11 pounds by the lot 
fed snapped corn. The lot fed snapped corn were fed~ 
during a 52-day period in 1906 only. - Comparing the field 
and ear corn lots it will be noted that the former made an 
average of .34 pounds more gain daily. Expressed in per 
cent the field hogs gained 32.05 per cent more pounds or 
almost one-third faster than the ear corn fed hogs. To 
the farmer it means that the field hogs would gain in 75.2 
days as much as the ear corn feel lot would gain in 100 
clays, or during the average hogging corn season of 66 
clays about 16 clays less feeding would be required to give 
an equal finished weight. It means that the hogs may be 
placed upon the market 16 earlier or if the owner 
were forced to sell on account of disease in the neighbor
hood, that he could sell to a somewhat better advantage 
because of the probable heavier · of his 

Fig. 8.-Corn field as left by the hogs. 
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Compared ·with the snapped corn lot, the field lot 
gained .26 pounds more daily. To make the same gain 
as the snapped corn lot made in 100 days, it would be 
necessary to feed the field lot but 81 days. 

In order of daily average gain the lots rank as fol-
lows: 

Lot fed in the field ............... 1 . 37 pounds 
Lot fed snapped corn, ............ 1. 11 pounds 
Lot fed ear corn, ................. 1 . 03 pounds 
In order of time required to make the same gain: 
Field lot, ........................... 100 clays 
Snapped corn lot, .................... 123 clays 
Ear corn lot, ....................... 133 days 

MARKETING THE Hoes. 

Two weeks after the completion of the feeding test 
in 1905 it was decided to select an averag-= group of hogs 
from each of the field and car lots to send to market at 
South St. Paul. The field hogs were somewhat heavier 
than the yard hogs, averaging· 260 pounds as opposed to 
241 pounds. They sold at $5.40 and $5.30 per cwt. res
pectively. These prices were supposed to be representa
tive of the value of the two lots, but actual figures show 
that there was really not lOc per cwt. difference. If the field 
lot was worth $5.40 live weight, the carcasses were worth 
$6:91. On the same basis the yard lot should have sold 
for about $5.35 per cwt. instead of $5.30. 

Table X shows there \\·as a difference of .7 of 1 % 
in the dressing of the hogs. This difference is clue to the 
greater weight and fattening of the field lot -of hogs. It 
has been found in slaughter tests at the School Meat Shop 
that the carcass yields are influenced by development and 
degree of fatness. 

TABLE X.-Showing Yields and Sales-1905. 

gj, 
P. ,... 
0 
.'ti 
o-
Z 5; 

Field lot ..... -1--i 9 
Ear corn Jot . . 11 

"" "' rn 
rn 
Q! ... 
""...i 
-.i:: 
olbJ) ....,._ 
0"' 
[..;Ii! 
3860 
2050 

"" "' rn 
rn 

"' ... 
"" :9..; 
~tli 
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""~ 78.1 
77.4 

~ cV 
·- > .... -
11< Oi 
5.40 
5.30 
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JVIuDDY AND RAINY vVEATHER. 

work no more corn was wasted 
111 than in yards where ear and snapped corn 
was feel. \Vhen young · are first turned into a corn 
field they do not knmv to find the corn, but soon 
learn thc~t 1vhen a stalk is pulled clown there is corn to be 
had. Se1·eral pigs will be after the same ear and very little 
is wasted. Later they become careless ancl do not eat up 

~XHi 
l\'[18 llogg·ed off jn the fall, tLvn discc~cl twice 

;-q;dng 

the corn so clean. If clisturbecl, they run away, ear 
is left as well as the kernels, ancl another stalk 
is pulled clown. In a fielcl without limitations, pigs are 
likely to waste more corn than in one so limited that they 
eat the corn off within 15 to 20 In rnuclcly weather 
it is wise to the area so that all the corn would be 
eaten in from 10 to 15 clavs. Unless moldy, corn left on 
the ground for 15 or 20 clays be cleaned by the hogs 
before they need to be Less corn 
was found in going over the acres after it was hogged 
off than was found in going over a like area that had been 
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husked or snapped. Large and small ears, if sound, were 
gathered alike by the pigs. These little losses of moldy 
corn might be saved by turning brood sows or stock pigs 
into the field later, but it is doubtful whether the saving of 
it is wise. 

SUBSEQUENT CONDITION OF THE SorL. 

Pigs that have plenty to eat and a big range do not 
root holes in the soil as is generally believed. In no case 
was the soil left so uneven as to make extra work neces
sary in preparing the land for future crops. To get the land 
fitted for cropping two cliscings and one harrmving with 
the smoothing harrow is all the preparation given. Thus 
treated, the Janel yielclecl 46 bu. of barley per acre in 1906. 

FIELD MANAGEMENT OF SWINE. 

In producing~ pork of a gi,·en quality the problem of 
the farmer is to produce the maximum quantity at the 
minimum expense of feed ancl labor. I'eecl to the farmer 
really represents labor so that the economical production 
of the pork means necessarily the economical production 
of feed. Some of the farm feeds, such as corn, oats, etc., 
have a market value aside from their feed value. Such 
feeds, if feel, must be charged to the hogs or other live 
stock at market prices regardless of the cost of production. 
If the cost is greater than the market price the loss should 
be charged against the enterprise "grain" rather than to 
"live stock." There are, however, many kinds of feed on 
the farm which have no market value, as pasture, coarse 
roughage, etc.). Such fee els can be turned over to what
ever class of live stock desired at the actual cost of pro
duction. Still other products may be brought to the stage 
where they may be utilized for feed, cheaper than they can 
be gotten into marketable condition (as corn or other crops 
feel off with Ii ,.e stock). In such cases the legi ti mate cost 
to charge against Jiye stock for these feeds is simply the 
cost of producing them up to the stage where they can be 
utilized by the liYe stock. 
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TABLE XL-Cost of Producing Corn. Ears Husked from Standing 
Stalks. 

Northfield (Rice County), Minn. 

Operation. 

Manuring• ............................ . 
Seed value ...................... : ..... . 
Shelling seed ......................... . 
Dragging ............................. . 
Planting (horse planter) ............... . 
Plowing .............................. . 
Cultivating ............................ . 
Husking on hill ........................ . 
Machinery cost ........................ . 
Land rental ........................... . 

a.>rA ~ 
bD.... CJ 

-olol - ol 
cd <l) Q) .Si ~ .... bt>>a o'" o 

E-< "'"' E-< 8 u 15. so2. 68--$868 .-68--$-. 57-6 
509.35 108.68 .213 
411.07 9.57 .023 
791. 75 380. 37 . 480 
670.83 150.73 .225 
605.89 730.28 1.205 
776.74 1256.61 1.619 
331.32 1164.77 3.516 

.413 
3.500 

1 utal .. - .~-:-:-.~-:-.-.-~-.~ ~.-~-.-. :~~~-=-........ , ...... -.-.. -. ~-.-.-.$11. 770 
-----

• 40% of the cost of manuring ls charged against the corn crop. 

The above table taken from· Minn. Bulletin No. 97 
shows the total cost of growing a crop of corn and pick
ing the corn ready for market, or for feeding. It will be 
observed that the average cost of picking this corn fr0m 
the hill is $3.51. If instead of picking this co-i·n, it had been 
fed off with hogs, the cost of fencing would have been 
from $1.50 to $2.50 per acre. This would mean a saving 
in the cost of harvesting of from $1.00 to $2.00 per acre. 

It is not proposed that all of the corn on a farm be 
hogged off but a few acres conveniently arranged may be 
fed in this way to advantage. From Sept. 1st to Nov. 
15th, hogs may be left in the fields and the labor of caring 
for them and picking corn will be saved, which is an item 
worthy of consideration. 

Is IT EcoNOMICAL TO SAVE CORN STOVER? 

Any hay crop that is allowed to ripen before being cut 
is greatly reduced in feeding value. Corn stover or corn
stalks on which a crop of corn has matured is likewise a 
very poor feed. It costs $11.77 to grow and save an acre 
of corn when the ears are husked from the standing stalks. 
It costs $14.745 to grow and save an acre of corn when it 
is cut and shredded. (See Minn Bulletin No. 97, pp. 41 
and 42.) It is evident then, that to save an acre of corn 
stover, $2.97 worth of labor is required. An average yield 
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of corn stover at the Experiment Station is 1 ~ tons per 
acre. Hence, it costs $2.37 per ton to save corn stover. 

The cost per acre of producing timothy and clover 
hay (two cuttings) is $6.96. (See Minn. Bulletin No. 97, 
page 47.) A fair yield of such hay at two cuttings is two 
tons or more. This makes the cost per ton $3.48 or less. 

The feeding value of a ton of stover is estimated by 
Prof. T. L. Haecker at $2.84, as compared with timothy 
hay at $6.00 per ton. Thus for every $1.00 expended in 
capital ancl labor for hay production, $1.72 worth of nutri
ents is secured and with the corn stover $1.19 worth of 
nutrients-a difference of 53c in favor of hay production. 

VALUE OF p ASTURES AS FEED. 

It is generally conceded that good pastures furnish 
by far the cheapest feed for growing animals on land not 
exceeding $100.00 per acre in value. The truth of this 
argument is quite evident when it is considered that the 
feed as obtained by the animal is in the very best condition. 
That is, it is succulent, contains all the nutrients in an 
easily digestible form and is obtained by the animal under 
verv healthful conditions. In addition to this the cost of 
har;resting, curing, stacking and feeding is eliminated. On 
land worth $70.00 per acre a cow can be pastured for less 
than Sc. per day, while at the present price of grain and 
hay it costs on the average farm from 8c. to 12c. per clay 
to feed the same cow in the barn. · 

Experiments show that as much pork can be made 
from one acre of good pasture as from one ton of shorts 
or corn. The cost of these feeds varies from $15.00 to 
$20.00 per ton. An acre of pasture will save, then, from 
$15.00 to $20.00 worth of feed. It is quite evident that in 
the economical production of animal products good pas
tures are an important factor. 

The reason more and better hog pastures are not used 
is chieflv due to the fact that hog fences are quite ex
pensive.' The advent of the woven wire fence is over
coming this feature and now, land may be fenced hog tight 
at an annual cost of from $1.00 to $2.50 per acre, depending· 
on the size and shape of fields fenced and cost of posts. 
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KIND OF p ASTURE. 

A permanent pasture for hogs, though being the 
cheaper to fence, is not entirely satisfactory for the more 
desirable er.ops, as clovers, (except white clover) cannot 
be kept in permanent pastures. The rooting of the hogs 
greatly reduces the returns and the pasture gets con
stantly poorer. 

Sowing annual crops for pastures as peas and oats, 
rape, grain of any kind, or corn, is not wholly a success, 
owing to the great amount of labor required to plow, pre
pare and sow such pastures two or more times each year. 
The most satisfactory pasture for hogs is clover used but 
one year. The clover seed is sown with the grain crop the 
year before it is pastured, so there is no cost for plowing 
or preparing the land. Clover is readily eaten by pigs of 
all sizes and ages, and the first year it is seeded it gives 
as much pasturage per acre as any crop. The total cost 
of such pastures is represented by the following items: 

Rent of larnl ($70.00 Janel at 5% interest .. $3.50 
Cost of 81tJ of clover seed at 15c . . . . . . . . . . 1. 20 
Cost of fencing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . 80 

Total .............................. $6.50 
If this acre of clover pasture is equivalent to 0 ton 

of shorts, it is returning a good profit. Many seasons it 
will return an equivalent of one ton of shorts, in which 
case there could be no question as to its value and profit
ableness. 

PERMANENT p ASTURE. 

As has been previously stated, permanent pastures 
for hogs are not as desirable as good clover pastures. In 
fact, they cannot be compared with them. Clover pas
tm:es are not permanent as most of the clover is killed out 
the first winter after it is pastured. Quite often wood lots 
or other pieces of land that cannot be cultivated are 
fenced for hogs and when large enough may make fairly 
good pastures, though as a rule, much smaller returns per 
acre are obtained than from good rotation pastures. 
vVhen such pastures are already proviclecl on a farm, it 
is probably not wise to change at once, ancl in such cases 
the scheme of rotation suggested above cloes not apply. 
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On such farms, if it is desirable to hog off corn, which in 
very many cases it is intensely practical to do, temporary 
fences may be used to advantage to fence off from any 
field of corn, whatever amount can be handled in thi.s 
wav. 

1
• .. 

4·-- -0--~---- - - - - - - c ~o .. - - - - - - - - - - -;J - ---') 

~J-- - --==----) 
~ + - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - · b-o·~ - - - - - - -- - - - -- -- ~ 

Fig. 10.-A good post for temporary fencing, 3" by 6 ft. Top rounded 
off so it will not split when driven. 

TEMPORARY FENCES. 

For temporary fences for hogs many farmers use only 
a plain woven \Vire ribbon 24" or 26" high, put up on small 
posts or stakes set from one to tvvo rods apart. The best 
kind of posts to use for such work are about 3" posts, six 
feet long, well sharpened, and the corners rounded off on 
the upper end so they will not split in driving. Holes may 
be made rapidly with a crowbar ancl then two or three 
good blo\VS with a post maul will make the posts solid 
enough for temporary use. Such posts are easily taken out 
·when it is desired to rnoYe the fence. It is much easier 
to fence hQgs into a cornfield than to fence them out. and 
as a rule, they clo not make much effort to get out. In 
case they do attempt to get out, a barbed wire stretched 
along the bottom, or stakes one or two feet long clriven 
between posts and left just enough above the grouncl so 
that the bottom of the wire ribbon may be stapled to them 
will keep them on the right side. Such fencing will cost 
from 30c. to 40c. per rod. (See table SV). The amount of 
fencing used and the methods employed in handling it (see 
table XVII will make the cost yary from $1.50 to $3.00 per 
acre. This will undoubtedly prove more profitable in 
many cases than husking the corn and feeding in the yard, 
especially if there is a good growth of rape or other catch 
crop that the hogs can get at the same time they are 
getting the corn. In case this is not clone. it is more eco
nomical to snap corn that is to be feel at once than to care
fully husk it. 
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Fig. 11.-A good way to brace a corner post. 

Fencing, intelligently done, offers one of the safest 
investments of any of the farm improvements. Not alone 
is it valuable to enclose the regular pasture, but it often 
makes possible the pasturing off of grain and corn fields 
after harvesting, thus saving from lOc to $5.00 an acre, 
which would otherwise be wasted. However, like any 
other investment, it should be made only when careful 
reasoning shows it to be advisable. 

To many farmers, the first cost of a fence seems so 
great as to be prohibitive, and they refrain from putting 
up a few rods of it when in reality they would greatly in
crease their net profits thereby. To others the cost of 

Fig. 12.-A good way to brace a corner post. 
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fencing seems low. They regard it as a permanent in
vestment, and they build more than they can profitably 
use. 

A fence cannot be considered as a permanent invest
ment for it must be replaced within a comparatively short 
time and it gradually deteriorates whether it is used or 
not. Unless there is sufficient live stock on the place to 
make use of all fences and unless such live stock is of such 
quality as to return a profit from good feed, fences are 
not a profitable investment. If one pays $10.00 per acre 
for Janel, the annual rental on that Janel will normally be 
6% interest on $10.00 or 60c per acre. If one pays $10.00 
to fence an acre of land, the annual charge against that 
fence will not only be the interest on the investment but 
also the annual depreciation. This makes the annual cost 
of the $10.00 fence more than twice as much as the annual 
rental of the $10.00 land. (a) 

LIFE OF FENCES. 

It is rather a difficult problem to even estimate the 
length of time a fence will last, for this varies so largely 
with the soil, climate, quality of material and construction 
of fence. vVith a fair knowledge of local conditions and 
of the quality of material used, however, a reasonably 
accurate estimate of the probable life of the fence can be 
made. Then the table (page 95) showing the av
erage annual cost of fences lasting different lengths of 
time will be found useful in estimating the a\·erage annual 
cost of the fence per acre. For example, it is desired to 
enclose a square 40-acre field with a 3-barbecl wire fence, 
posts 1 Yz rods apart. The average cost of such a fence 
is about 27c per rod. If the fence lasts 10 years the aver
age annual cost is 3.6c per rod. 320 rods of fencing are 
required to enclose the field. This makes the total amount 
cost 320X3.6c or $11.52. The average annual cost per 
acre is 28.8c. 

(a) If the fence bsts 10 years, the anerage annual depreciation will be 
$LOO per year. The amount Invested in the fence becomes constantly less. 
Thus: 1st year, $10.00; 2d year, $9.00; 3d year, $8.00, etc. Until the 10th 
year, when the Investment will be but $LOO. The average_annual Investment 
will be then the average of these different amounts, or $0.50. The average 
annual cost of the fence will be 6% Interest on $5.50, or 33c., plus the annual 
depreciation of $1.00, or $1.33. 
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COST OF FENCES. 

Many farmers know about how much it costs them 
per rod to build the different types of fence and for them 
the following.figures may not be valuable To those who 
have no such figures, the subsequent table vvill at least offer 
a basis from which to compute the approximate cost per 
acre per year to fence their fields. 

The cost of fencing varies in different parts of the 
state, owing to a great variation in the cost of materials, 
especially posts, and to a variation in the cost of construc
tion. The cost of construction varies greatly with the 
condition of the soil, but much more with the methods 
used and the thoroughness with which the work is done. 
The following tables show the actual cost of fencing on 
several farms in the state: 

TABLE XII.-Cost of 520 rds. of Fence 26" Woven Wire Ribbon, 3 
Barb Wires, Posts 1 rd. apart, on large Farm Operated by 
Beyer Aune, Morris, Minn. 

(a) Labor (tota1l16rseanc.l lnanT-:-.--:-:-.~--~~.--.-.-.~:-.. : .. 
520 poats ( 4"x7' cedar) at .11 ........................ . 
26" woven wire ribbon at 22.5c ......................... . 
Barbed wire (3 strands) .............................. . 
Sundries ............................................ . 

Total cost ..................................... . 

Cd~ 
...., 0 

~" 
79.56 
57.20 

117. 00 
47.00 

1.52 

$302.28 

'ti 
0 ...., ... 

~~ 
C.J::i, 

.153 

. 11 

.225 

.09 

.003 

.581 

TABLE XIII.-Cost of 320 rods of Fence, 3 Barbed Wires, Posts 
rod apart, on Farm Operated by Beyer Aune, Morris, Minn. 

ii 
0 

Cd . .µ i... 
Qt; U2;.... 

E-i g 8 8. 
(a) Labor (total horse and man)-.-.. -.-.-.-.-.-.-.. -.-.-.-.-.-.. -.-.-.-.--4i.88-- .134 
320 posts ( 4"7' cedar) at .11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35. 20 .11 
Barbed wire (3 strands) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . 28.80 .09 
Sundries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .32 .001 

Total cost ...................................... $107 .20 .335 

(a) The labor in both cases is higher than av0rage. The fence was very 
carefully built and a large part of the work was done on wet days when only 
slow progress could be made, but time was charged at the average rate for 
the month. However, the material was purchased at a price below the aver
age, so the total price is nearly accurate. 
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Fig. 13.-A good hog fence. 

TABLE XIV.-Cost of 180 rods of Fence, 28" Woven Wire Ribbon, 
3 Barbed Wires, Posts 1 rd. apart, on Farm of F. F. Marshall, 
Grove City, Minn. 

180 rods, 28" woven wire ribbon at 28c .•......•........ 
180 oak posts (4"x7') at lOc ......................... . 
Barbed wire ......................................... . 
Braces and staples ..•.......•..••.••.••....•.......... 
(a) Labor (two men 1¥.i days) ........................ . 

Total cost .••........................•.......... $ 

50.40 
18.00 
20.00 

1. 80 
4.50 

94.70 

.28-

.10 

.111 

.01 

.025 

.526 

(a) The labor cost Is exceedingly low, no horse labor being accounted 
for, and It is very doubtful If the work could be duplicated for that amount. 
However, the cost of wire Is very high and it Is quite probable that the two 
will about average up so that the total cost is approximately correct. 

TABLE XV.-Gives the Actual Cost of Building 132 rods of 26" 
Fence, Posts 2 rds. apart, at the Experiment Station. 

<ti 
0 :§...J +.I~ 

~8 8~ 
66 4"x7' cedarposts at .18 .. ~~......................... u:ss- ., .. 09 
132 rods 26" fence at .25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33. 00 . 25 
16 4x4x12' braces at $25.00 per M. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . 2. 2ii . 017 
Setting 6 6 posts, Including 8 corner posts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . 6 6 . 013 
Stretching and stapling wire .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. 2. 33 I . 018 

• 5 lbs, staples ................ · • . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ___ ·_2_5_1~~ 
Total cost . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . $51.37 .390 
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The posts in the fence were all well set 2~ feet deep 
and the fence might make a perm~nent fence for hogs by 
putting in one post between. This would add to the cost 
$11.88 for posts plus the cost of settiug, $1.66. This 
would give a total cost of $64.91 or a cost of 49.lc per rod. 
If three barbed wires were added to this the cost per rod 
would be increased 9c more, making a total of SSc, which is 
very near the same as on the other two fences. 

TABLE XVI.-Cost to Build 108 rds. of Temporary Hog Fence, 
Posts 2 rds. apart, at the Experiment Station. 

.:; 
c 

3~ ~~ 
~g 8~ 
6 .3-7-,- .-059 
1.00 .009 
3.20 .030 

49 3" posts, cedar, at .13 .•••••.•••.••••••••.•..••.••••• 
4 5"x8' corner posts at .25 ...................... ' .. .. 
8 4x4x12' braces for corners ...•.........•............ 

.15 I .001 27 .oo .25 
1.50 .014 
1.50 .014 

3 lbs. staples at .05 .•.......•..•.•.•••.•..••.••....... 
108 rods 26" woven wire at 25c ....•.................... 
Digging holes and setting posts ........................ . 
Stretching wire and stapling ...... · ................... . 

-$40.72 .377 

From the above actual cases, which may be taken as 
fair averages, the following figures as to the cost of differ
ent fences are deducted, and they may be taken as fair 
estimates to be corrected to suit local conditions. 



26" 
2 b. 
2 b. 
3 b. 
3 b. 
3 b. 
Any 
Any 
Any 
Any 
Any 
Any 
Any 
Any 
Any 
Any 
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TABLE XVII.-Averagc Annual Cost of Fencing. 

Kind ot Fence. 

ribbon, 2 b. wires, posts i- rod apart .. 
wires, posts 2 rods apart ........... 
wires, posts 1 rod apart ··········· wires, posts 2 rods apart ··········. wires, posts l'h rods apart ········. wires, posts 1 rod apart ............. 
fence ····························· fence ............................. 
fence ···························· fence ··························· .. fence ............... ············· 

fence ····························· fence ............................ 
fence ···························· fence ............................ 

fence ················· ............. 

... 
QJ 

""'° u; e 
0 
Q 

$ .55 
.19 
.28 
.24 
.27 
.33 
.20 
.25 
.30 
.40 
.50 
.60 
.70 
.80 
.90 

1.00 

Average Annual Cost 
pel" rod when tasting 

rn ... ., "' oil ... ... 
QJ oil oil >. ~-

QJ 

>. 
0 
,...; "' 7.3c 8.7c 11. lc 

2.5c 3.0c 3.Sc 
3.7c 4.3c 5. Ge 
3.2c 3.Sc 4. Sc 
3.Gc 4.3c 6.4c 
4.4c 5.2c 6.6c 
2.6c 3.2c 4.0c 
3.2c 4.0c 5.0c 
4.0c 4.8c 6.0c 
6.3c 6.4c 8.0c 
6.7c 8.0c 10.0c 
8.0c 9.5c 12.lc 
9.3c 11. Oc 14. le 

10.Gc 12.7c 16.lc 
12.0c 14. 3c 18.lc 
13.3c 15.9c 20.2c 

NOTE.-The la8t three columns or figures In the above table are orrered 
for the convenience of those who wish to know the approximate annual cost 
of any given fence. The figures are obtained by dividing the cost per rod of 
the fence by the number of years it is expected to last and adding to th!:;. the 
intc-rC'st on th0 aYC"rag·(· annual inYcst1nt'nt. (Sef~ Footnote, page 91.) To 
Illustrate how these figures may be used, let us consider the fencing required 
per acre to enclose the hog pac1c1ocks on farm shown in Fig. 21. Sixteen rods 
of fencing Is required per acre. If the fencing costs 55c per rod, and will 
last eight years, the cost per year Is 8.7c. 8.7cx16 equals ~1.39, or average 
annual cost of fence per acre. 

ARRANGEMENT OF FIELDS. 

Since fencing is quite an item in the cost of pas
tures and in hogging off corn, the arrangement of 
fields in such a way as to use the least possible amount of 
fencing and still have the hogs near the farm building·s so 
they may be sheltered, watered and fed economically is 
essential. A piece of land one rod wide and 160 rods long 
contains one acre and requires 322 rods of fence to enclose 
it. A piece of land 12}'4 rods square contains one acre and 
requires 51 rods of fence to enclose it. A 10-acre field 
( 40 rds. x 40 rds.) requires 160 rods of fencing to enclose it 
or an average of 16 rods per acre. It is quite evident from 
the above facts that the larger and more nearly square a 
field is the less fence is required per acre to fence it. Like
wise, two adjoining fields may be fenced more cheaply 
than two separate fields of the same size as a portion of the 
fence answers for both fields. The fact that clover is one 
of the best crops for pasture and that it cannot be depended 
upon to live for more than one year's pasturing, together 
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with the above facts in regard to fencing, suggest at once 
the idea of a rotation of c1:ops on a few small fields near the 
farmstead in which the crops may be conveniently pas
tured. A hog pasture plowed up makes one of the most 
desirable places to grow corn. 

Such a piece of corn land if fenced, could very easily 
and profitably be fed off with hogs. Corn land disced and 
well p~epared is an excellent place to grow any kind of a 
grain crop, and clover sown with the grain crop on such 
soil has an excellent chance of being in good condition for 
pasturing the following year. Thus a productive three 
year rotation is naturally worked out. See Fig 14. 

1907-Corn 
.--1908-Grain 

1 909-Clover 

Grain 

Clover 

Corn 

Clover 

Corn 

Grain 

Fig. 14.-Three year rotation for hogs. Crops underlined are to be fed oft. 

All that is necessary to carry out such a rotation is 
three fields of nearly uniform size, located near the farm
stead. The annual cost of fencing the three fields would 
have to be charged against two fields (the corn and clover 
fields) since the fence, would be of no value to the grain 
field. In considering the amount of hog pasture needed, 
and the amount of corn that can profitably be fed off, it is 
found that at least twice as many acres of corn can be used 
as of pasture. Thus, in a three year rotation, if the field 
were about the right size to furnish the pasture needed, 
not enough corn would be furnished. A four year rota
tion, with one field in grain, one in pasture, and two in 
corn, would furnish about the right amount of both. Four 
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fields permanently fenced near the farmstead would make 
a more desirable rotation than would three fields, and the 
cost of f ei1cing will be less since the fence would be in use 
three years out of four rather than two years out of three. 

1907-Corn Corn Grain Clover 

1908-Corn Grain Clover Corn 

1909-Grain Clover Corn Corn 

1109-Clover Corn Corn Grain 
-·· 

Fig. 15.-Four year rotation for hogs. Crops underlined are to be fed ofl'. 

AMOUNT OF PASTURE NEEDED FOR HoGs. 

One acre of average clover pasture will furnish ample 
feed for two sows and their litters, (the average litter being 
about seven pigs). Some seasons the clover will get ahead 
of the pigs, but clover pasture is so cheap a feed that no 
hog raiser can afford to run. the risk of short pastures. 
Surplus clover in a hog pasture can be utilized for hay 
or other stock. A shortage of pasture necessitates suppl,ying 
the deficiency by other feeds costi11g two to four times as much. 
On farms where six brood sows are kept about three 
acres of clover pasture should be provided. Six sows on 
the average would yield from forty to fifty pigs. The pigs 
would be able during the fall to feed off about six acres of 
average corn. A four year rotation on four 3-acre fields 
would about meet the needs on a farm keeping six brood 
sows. 

In laying out a rotation for hogs the number that it 
is desired to keep should be decided upon-then the size 
of the fields can be determined. The larger the fields used, 
other things being equal, the cheaper the cost of fencing 
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per acre, and the more conveniently the fields are worked. 
However, it is not advisable to fence hog tight very much 
more land than can be conveniently utilized by hogs as 
cheaper fences that are just as effective may be used for 
cattle. 

Some of the important points to consider in laying out 
a practical rotation for hogs are: 1st, number of animals to 
be kept; 2d, convenience in feeding while in the field; 3d, 
shape of fields so that they may be easily worked; and 4th, 
the least possible number of rods of fencing to the acre en
closed. vVith these points before one, and each considered, 
a rotation may be laid out intelligently and to fit most any 
farm. 

The follo"wing plans are offered as suggestive of how 
several farms have been re-planned to allow for a rotation 
for hogs. These plans are chosen to show how the sug
gestions in this bulletin may be applied to farm conditions. 
They also show the value and economy of planning a farm 
for a definite purpose. The amount oJ fencing required 
per acre to enclose the hog lots on these different farms 
varies from 16 to 29 rods. 
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Fig. 16.-80-acre farm. Original plan. 
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Fig 17.-80-acre farm. Revised plan. 

NOTE.-Figs lG and 17 show an SO-acre farm situated in Southerrstern 
MinneHota. The eleven-acre field In the northwest corner has been divided 
into three fields which, with the four acre field In the southwest corner makes 
four fields of approximately the same size. This provides for a four year 
rotation for hogs. Three hundred forty-eight rods of fencing are re
quired to enclose it, or about 29 rods per acre, when the whole Is charged 
against the three fields used each year. Such a rotation will accommodate 
conveniently six or eight brood sows and their litters. The winter feed for 
the sows, the grain fed to the sows and pigs during the summer to supple
ment the pasture, and in some years a few weeks feed for the pigs in the fall 
to fit them for market, will necessarily have to be provided from some other 
part of the farm. Even though another ten acres of land is needed to supply 
the extra feed, the prospect of profitable returns ls good, for the labor cost 
of producing pork Is here reduced to the minimum . 

The remainder of the farm Is divided into three 18-acre fields, for a 
rotation of corn, grain and clover. The whole arrangement makes the farm 
well adapted to dairying and hog raising. 
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NOTE.-Figs 18 and 19 show a 240 acre farm also located in southeastern 
Minnesota. The arrangement, shape and elze of the fields In the small rota
tion for hogs Is better than In the preceding plan, and the cost of fencing Is 
less. But 372 rods of fencing are required to enclose the four five acre fields. 
Ir the whole of the fencing Is charged against the three fields used, 25 rods 
of fencing are required per acre. The cost of building and maintaining that 
amount of fence divided by the number of years it will last will give the aver
age annual cost per acre of fencing. The fields are so located that each Is 
(>as!ly reached from the farmstead and they are large enough to accommodat(> 
ten to fourteen sows and their litters. 

The remainder of the farm Is divided Into five 39 acre fields for a five 
year rotation. The Irregular strip or ravine through the center of the farm 
is used for a lane and for permanent pasture. 
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No-rE.-Figs 20 and 21 show the orginal farm plan and the plan re
vised for a systematic rotation. This 240 acre farm is In Western Minnesota. 
The three 20-acre fields are planned for a minor rotation for hogs, G40 rod' 
of fencing are required to enclose these fip\ds or on an·rage of about lG rods 
of fencing per acre, that is, on a two fielc1 basis. 

It will be observed that the cost of fencing per acre Is very low since 
such large fields are used. There are very few farmers on 240 acre farms 
who l;:eep enough hogs to use 20 acres of clover pasture to advantage. To be 
sure, a part of the clover may be cut for hay, but this would maim no use 
of the expensive fencing, hence the cost of fencing 20 acres would have to be 
charged against the five or ten acres actually used for hog pasture. ( S<:e 
following paragraphs.) 

The plan shovvn in Fig 21. might work \·cry nicely and 
really be economical, if enough sheep were kept to mah· 
use of the extra pasture. In case it was deemed unwisL' 
to allow the hogs and sheep together the ..J.O rods of mo v-
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able fence (mentioned later) might be stretched across the 
field at a very slight expense. 

This arrangement would make good use of the 20 
acre clover pasture and the chances of sheep returning a 
good profit on such cheap pasture are excellent. The cost 
per acre for fencing on this farm is but little more than half 
that on the 80 acre farm shown in Fig. 17. 

HOGGING A 20-ACRE FIELD OF CORN. 

If from 1$0 to 2QO hogs were raised, the 20-acre corn 
field could be easily fed off by them. And here again would 
be realized the advantage of large fields. The cost per 
acre of the outside fence would be about $1.20. Forty rods 
of movable fence would be necessary so as to fence off a 
portion of the field which could be used by the hogs. This 
would cost about $10.00 .. Since this strip of fencing could 
be used for many years, the annual cost per acre would not 
exceed lOc, making the total cost per acre for fencing this 
cornfield hog tight and in plots about $1.30. It would cost 
from $3.00 to $5.00 per acre to pick and feed this corn. 
Hence, there is a saving of from $1.70 to $3.70 per acre by 
feeding off the corn as it grew in the field. 

THE LARGER OR MAJOR ROTATION. 

The remainder of the farm is arranged for a four year 
rotation of corn, grain, meadow and pasture. This makes a 
good rotation for a diversified farm, and should keep the 
soil in a high state of productivity. 
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Fig. 22.:--An economical arrangement of Fields. 

OTE.-Fig 22 shows a convenient arrangement of a 1 GO acre farm that 
is all tillable, for diversified farming. The four 7 'h acre fields arc so arranged 
as to be very economically fenced and they are all conveniently situ:lted. 
Less than 20 rods of fencing Is required per acre when all the fence is 
charged against the three fields actually used. If the fence costs 5 5c per 
rod, and lasts ten years, the average annual cost per acre of fencing will 
be less than $1.50. 

The rest of the farm Is planned for a six year rotation on six 20-acre 
fields. Such a rotation may be adapted to almost any class of farming. It 
will be noticed that very little lane is necessary to get to all of the fields 
and that the fields lie so that very little time Is spent in getting from the 
buildings to work. 
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FIELD OBSERVATIONS IN HOGGING OFF CORN. 

KIND OF CORN TO GROW. 

The variety of corn usually grown in a locality is the 
proper kind to grow for hogging off purposes, since it is 
probably best adapted to the locality and gives the largest 
yield. However, getting an early start in the fattening 
process is very advantageous, and it sometimes happens 
when pasture supplies are short or the early sale of hogs 
is desirable, that such a variety does not mature early 
enough. To be prepared for such conditions, it is well to 
grow a sufficient amount of sweet corn or early maturing 
flint corn to tide over until the field corn is ready for use. 
No more than is sufficient for early fall feeding should be 
grown since it costs just as much to grow these varieties 
as it does the dent and they yield much less. Flint corn is 
preferable to sweet corn for hogs, and field feeding of flint 
corn gives better results than where husked and fed after 
the corn has hardened. 

One of the great objectinns in growing flint and other 
early varieties of corn has been the difficulty of harvesting 
them. Feeding them off with live stock eliminates this 
objection, and it would seem that they might be grown 
and utilized more extensively, particularly in the northern 
part of the state. 

SIZE OF PIGS TO UsE. 

Pigs weighing from 100 to 140 pounds are best suited 
for field feeding since they have at that weight formed a 
good amount of bone and muscle for framework, and are 
in a condition to fatten rather than to grow. Those that 
have been grown on pasture are better fitted for the work 
than those that have been confined in pens, as they are 
more active, and have had more experience in gathering 
food for themselves. They, therefore, eat corn more 
readily and require less amounts of expensive mill feed. 
Shoats of this weight may be expected to gain about 1.4 
tbs. daily. In 60 to 70 days of feeding they should gain ap
proximately 92 pounds. 
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Hogs weighing from 200 to 240 pounds almost always 
bring good prices. It is not unreasonable then to expect to 
start with pigs that weigh from 110 to 140 pounds. If 
farrowed in early April, pigs will make these weights by 
Sept 10th. 

Old brood sows that are thin in flesh fatten up very 
quickly when turned into a fi.eld. A few weeks on early 
varieties of corn will usually permit such sows to be mar
keted early or before it would be possible following the 
common method of feeding. 

\VATERING. 

\Vhile eating corn in the field hogs require a great deal 
of clear water. They grow and thrive better when they 
have it, and some means of supplying it to them fresh, and 
in large quantities, must be provided. \\Then in the field, 
hogs do not come up and drink in droves as they do in the 
yards; therefore. it is necessary to keep water before them 
continually. \\1"hen fields adjacent to the farmstead are 
used, hogs can be brought up to the yards and watered or 
fed slop as usual; where fields remote from the farmstead 
are used, the simplest way is to fill several barrels or casks 
with water and haul them by team on a stone boat or 
other conveyance to the field. Enough can thus be taken 
out at a time to last for two or three davs. 

'Nhen a plentiful water supply i~ assured, slopping 
does not require such careful attention. J\Iany feeders do 
not slop at all, but better results are undoubtedly obtained 
by supplying some sort of hone and muscle producing feed to 
pigs weighing under 140 pounds. Old hogs do not need it, but 
young ones do. In the early fall when on a rape or clover crop, 
or when green feeds of any sort are plentiful, once a day 
is all that is necessary to slop the hogs, but as the season 
advances, they should be slopped at least twice a day. 
Shorts, midcllings. or oil cake and shorts combined are 
good growing foods, and hence are good materials for 
slops. Experiments have not yet been carried on to de
termine the extent to which slops should be used, but care
ful observations and experience warrant the above re
marks. 

\\There possible, the place of watering and slopping 
should be changed about in the field. This is necessary in 
order to avoid too much mud and filth in .one spot, and to 
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distribute the manure over the field more uniformly This 
is one great advantage in hauling water and slop directly 
to the field as occasion demands, rather than bringing the 
hogs to the yard. 

TIME TO TURN INTO CORNFIELDS. 

Many farmers believe that green corn brings on 
cholera and, therefore, think it unfit for hogs. It is true 
that immature corn will often make hogs scour, and when 
in this "below normal" condition, they are, therefore, more 
easily infected by hog cholera, but hogs that have ha cl 
free access to green pastures at the Minnesota Experiment 
Station were not affected by the corn in any stage of its 
growth. Some men who have very successiully hogged off 
corn say, "Turn hogs into corn at any time." It is very 
likely therefore that one can, in so far as safety is con
cerned, turn them into the corn at almost any time, but 
more experimenting is necessary along this line before the 
question can be ansvvered unconditionally. E\·en though 
it may be safe to turn in early, it might not be wise, for a 
smaller amount of feed is obtained when the corn is not 
allowed to ripen first, and the pigs are likely to tear it all 
clown before it matures. \Vhen to turn in will, therefore, 
depend upon the amount of available pasture and the 
nature of the pigs as well as upon the development of the 
corn. It is safe to begin hogging the field corn about the 
time it is dented, or from Sept. 1st to 15th. 

S1zE OF FIELD TO BE HOGGED OFF AT ONE Tnrn. 

There is no definite data at hand to determine jus~ 
how large an area it is advisable to allow hogs at uJ!e 
time in feeding off corn. Results at the 1Hinnesota Station 
show that where it took the hogs twenty clays to clean up a field 
of corn they did not make as good gains during the latter part 
of the period as during the earlier part. Some farmers who 
have tried it claim that as good results are obtained by 
turning into the whole field at once as by fencing into 
lots. This is a matter to be settled largely by circum
stances such as the price of labor, the shape of the fields, 
the cost to fence them, and particularly the soil and clim
atic conditions. \tVhere there is much rain and the soil is 
sticky the areas should probably be limited so that they 
can be cleaned up in twenty clays or less. \Vhere there 
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is but little rain, and the soil is sanely or gravelly, there is 
perhaps no good reason for limiting the amount of corn 
beyond that which they can consume before the encl of the 
season. If by mismanagement or accident any part of a 
field is left unfinished brood sows or stock hogs may ad
vantageously be used to clean it up, and if the amount is 
large, then they should be turned in for only a short period 
at a time, as their breeding qualities are easily injured by 
excessive corn feeding. 

For convenience, a table has been arranged showing 
approximately the number of days required to hog off an 
acre of corn yielding various amounts in order to enable 
the feeder to judge as to the acreage of corn he will need 
to enclose at a time for his pigs. 

TABLE XVIII.-Showing Approximately the Number of Days Re
quired to Hog Off an Acre of Corn by a Given Number of Pigs 
Weighing 1251bs. 

Note.-Plgs should not be on one field for more than 20 days, and better It 
only 14 days. 

Will keep 10 Hogs ..... 

Will keep 20 Hogs ............ 

Will keep 30 Hogs ... 

Will keep 40 Hogs ........... 

Will keep 50 Ho~s ............. 

Will keep 60 Hogs ............. 

Will keep 70 Hogs .. 

Will keep SO Hogs 

- ------ .-~---------
~o _ WITH CORN SHRU:\'K TO J~\N. 1, and \'IELDUIG: 

t3fr:..~ 30 bu. 35 bu. -W bu.\-ts bu.!so bu.,,55 Lu. t~O bu.'G5 bu.!10 bu. 
> ·v .-1 per per per ) per · per I per per I per I per 
< ~ _:~e. _::~_ acre j acre : acre . _ac:re , acre ' acre . <1<:r_e 

Lbs. Days Days Days Days 11 Days Days :'Days Days Days 

125 ~2.5 26.'.2 30.0 33.7 37.5 -11.2 45.0 48.7 52.5 

125 11.2 13.l 15.0 16.8 lS.7 20.G 22.5 24.3 26.2 

125 7.5 8.7 10.0 '1 11.2 12.5 13.7 15.0 16.2 17.5 

125 5.6 6.5 7.5 I 8.4 9.3 10.3 11.2 13.2 I 14.1 

125 4.5 5.2 6.0 6.7 7.5 8.2 9.0 9.7 10.5 

125 3.7 4.4 5.0 i 5.6 6.2 6.8 7.5 8.1 8.7 
i 

125 3.2 3.7 u 4.8 5.3 5.S 6.4 6.9 7.5 

125 2.8 3.3 3.7 4.2 4.6 5.1 5.6 6.1 6.5 

SHELTER. 

Comfort is highly essential to th~ growth and well
being of pigs; and while they are out m the fields, shelter 
of some sort must be provided for them. Early in the 
season a bed of straw answers the purpose very well, but 
later when the cold chilly rains, begin, more protection is 
necessary. \i\'here hogs are near enough to permanent 
buildinrrs so that thev can enter them at will, no tem-

o -
porary buildings of course need be provided; but where 
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they are in remote fields, the lightly built, movable hog
house which is used for brood sows and which may be at 
hand, is both convenient and serviceable. Some cheap 
means of shelter is absolutely necessary for cold, damp 
beds lead to the dangerous "piling up" of pigs, if not to 
colds and pneumonia. 



WHAT MINNESOTA, IOvVA, KANSAS AND INDI

ANA FARMERS THINK OF.HOGGING OFF CORN. 

Favorable reports of hogging off corn having been 
secured at the Experiment Station. Reports of work as 
conducted by farmers in the State and elsewhere were 
considered desirable. Seven farmers in Minnesota and 
nine in other states made reports. All were fa \'Orab le to 
this system of harvesting. Replies were secured from the 
following in Minnesota: 

G. G. Robinson, Kirnb.all, Stearns Co. 
F. F. Marshall, Grove City, Meeker Co. 
Charles Putzier, Litchfield, Meeker Co. 
Asa B. Knapp, N orthfielcl, Rice Co. 
Paul Sherman, Sleepy Eye, Brown Co. 
A. B. Thompson, Dodge Center, Dodge Co. 
Wm. Rathjen, Kanaranzi, Rock Co. 

LETTER FROM IvIR. G. G. RoBINsoN. 

I have practiced "hogging off" the last three years 
and think it is profitable, especially so when labor is su 
expensive. The first tv.'O years I had tlm~c- acres oi corn 
sown to rape for my hogs to rnn in ancl this year I had 
an additional lot of four or five acres. :i\J y lots c0:<1e clown 
to a little creek at one end where the hogs have plenty 
of water to drink and to wallovv in. They also have a 
meadow where the hay was cut early and it is surprisin~· 
how much of their time they spend there. 

Now-as to waste-it is practically nothing. Go 
over the field a few clays or a week after turning the hog·s 
on and you will think it is a serious objection. but I ha\'C 
always found in the encl that they pick the corn up until 
the ground is practically clean. I think the waste is a 
negligible quantity as compared to the time and labor
hired labor-that it would take to get the corn to the 
hogs. It usually is the case that a farmer is so busy that 
he cannot commence feeding his hogs as early as he de
sires, but hogging off obviates this difficulty-the h:1g·s 
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fatten themselves. This leads to another point: T prefer 
Flint corn or some other early kind, especially for this 
first feeding, so I pull and carry the corn to the hogs for 
a week before turning them in to get them used to it. 

MR. F. F. MARSHALL'S LETTER. 

Yours received and will say that my hogs are now in 
the corn field. I cannot supply you vvith much data 
owing to the fact that I have no way of weighing the hogs 
or of estimating the amount of corn, it having drowned 
out in spots. 

I believe hogging off corn is just the thing. I know 
the waste is less than it could possibly be under the old 
method; the hogs will make a heavier gain. As I write 
now (a little after six) I can look out and see the pigs 
digging for clover roots. They have been to breakfast. 
Last year I am positive that I had a bunch that gained 
three pounds a day. vVhen I took them to market they 
weighed on the average 303 pounds and no one estimated 
them over 250 pounds. Their flesh was very hard and 
they were very active. They did not appear to carry so 
much flesh. 

I heard some ridiculous things concerning hogging 
corn. One man, a year ago, said he though when a p.'r
son had the advantage of an agricultural education he 
would be ashamed to be so slack. I met that man again 
last winter. Now his hogs are hogging off his corn and 
he is delighted with the result. 

REPORT OF ASA B. KNAPP. 

Received vour letter and will try to answer your 
questions as w~ll as I can. I have no scales to give exact 
weights. I wish I had. I could then tell just how 
much the drove of hogs gained on each different feed, 
peas, barley, oats, rape and corn; and how much pork was 
produced from each field and each variety of feed. 

I have been turning my pigs into corn each year for 
the past five vears. I find the best time to turn them in 
is when the c~rn is denting; but one should not turn them 
in then unless they are used to the feed, having barn fed 
them generously for a week. I have trierl flint corn but 
do not like it. I turned my pigs into a five acre piece of 
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Mercer flint corn three years ago this fall. They did not 
eat it up clean nor did they seem to do quite as well on it. 
They had five acres of yellow dent corn right beside the 
flint. They cleaned the dent all up first. I like sweet 
corn very much. I cut it, stalk and all, and they like it 
very well, eating a good deal of the stalk. 

I feed shorts and a flour middlings mixed in a slop 
twice a day while they are first in -the corn, then once a 
day after they have been in a week. In a few days I stop 
this entirely and keep fresh water before them all the 
time. I don't believe I have ever turned hogs into corn 
before they have weighed a hundred pounds. My ex
perience teaches me that only a small part of a pig's ration 
should be corn until he has reached the weight of a hun
dred pounds. 

I think that there would be more corn wasted hogging 
off if the brood sows were not turned in after the fattening 
hogs, than there would be husking the corn and feeding in 
the yards. But every farmer has brood sows and the ex
ercise and green feed they get during the fall until snow 
flies, from Oct. 1st, on,_ alone pays for the fencing. The 
sows do so much better when they farrow the next spring. 
In hogging off corn one must figure and plan his work 
ahead. To get the best results pigs should come early 
and all be as near the same age as possible. 

REPORT OF PAUL SHERMAN. 

Upon your request, I shall endeavor to give my ex
perience "hogging off corn" this fall. 

Before cultivating the corn the last time I sowed four 
poundJ of rape in an acre of corn that was not a good stand. 
The rape grew quite well and. this field was fenced and 
twenty-one spring pigs turned in after the corn was nicely 
dented. 

Before turning them in I weighed four of the average 
sized ones. Their weights were as follows: 

No .. 1-133. 
No. 2-126. 
No. 3-102. 
No. 4- 99. 
There were thirty-five bushels of corn in the field and 

they were confined to this field entirely with plenty of 
water all the time. They cleaned up all the corn in the 
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field and \vhen they got thr1111gl1 it \\·oulcl have been harcl 
to find a kernel left in the whole field or anything but the 
stubs of the rape. 

The last few days they were in there, the corn being 
nearly gone, I gave them a feed of 'Shorts at night. In all 
they had 65 lbs. of shorts. 

They were in this field twelve days ancl their weights 
were: 

No. 1-151-gainecl 18 lbs. 
No. 2-153-gainecl 27 lbs. 
No. 3-126-gained 24 tbs. 
No. 4-120~gained 21. lbs. 
This would be an average gain of twenty-three pounds 

each or 667 tbs. ori all twenty-nine. 
I am greatly pleased with the trial for the results were 

far beyond my expectations. I am going to do more of 
this work next year, but in adclitiqn to this, I shall have a 
pasture of timothy and clover for them to feed on. 

LETTER FROM CHARLES PUTZIER. 

I turn my hogs weighing from 50 to 100 ttJs. into the 
corn field when corn is about right for roasting. If the 
pigs are small I feed shorts while they are on corn. It is 
better to let them run over a small portion of the field at 
a time. The waste of corn is very small. I think it takes 
longer to fatten. in the field than in the yard because they 
do not rustle when th~y begin to fatten, but hogging off 
saves time and labor. 

I make a practice of raising alI my pigs on pasture. 
\i\ihen the corn suits me I open the gates and let the hogs 
help themselves. By this system the manure is spread 
over the field. Hogs do I)Ot make corn ground difficult to 
fit. Clover and timothy sod bother me much more. I 
have practiced hogging corn a little for years and think 
it is all right. The work is lightened in the fall, just when 
labor is high-priced and hard to get. 

LETTER FROM VvM. RATHJEN. 

I turn hogs into corn when it is fully matured. Pigs 
weighing 125 to 130 tbs. are the best. I find it is not as 
profitable to feed 75 tl)s. as 140 lbs. pigs. I do not feed 
mill feeds or slops often at this weight. Hogs do best 
when a small portion of the field to be hogged is fenced 

·' 
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off at a time. Hancllecl in this 1Yay it takes from 100-110 
days to fatten pigs of the above weight, and no corn is 
wasted except possibly in real muddy weather. My hogs 
will do better in a field than in a yard if in addition to corn, 
rape anu clover is fed. Less labor is required and in that 
way it is a great saver. 

The effect of the hogs on the field is good or at least 
the crops on the Janel the following year always show 
extra good yields. Hogs root little except in Morning 
Glory beds. 

LETTER FROM A. B. THOMPSON. 

I have not been at the hogging off corn business long, 
but I think it the nicest way to grain and feed hogs there 
is. As for help, it is almost impossible to hire and pay the 
prices they ask. From tweh·e sows I sold $1,044.00 worth 
of pigs, selling everything with the exception of keeping 
twelve young sows. I had good luck, plowed 100 acres, 
exchanged help in threshing, and took care of my hogs. 
My corn field is fenced. I turned 100 pigs into about three 
acres at a time. I used a woven wire fence and moved this 
in about half a day. If I had husked the corn it would 
have taken me all day throughout the season. This was a 
great saver of time. 

I think the corn field is a good place for pigs after 
they weigh 50 lbs. and the corn is in the milk. I fed some 
shorts, but I think rape is just as good. Running or fresh 
water is excellent. By feeding corn in the field and shorts 
in slop my April pigs last fall weighed 225 tbs. by N ovem
ber, and no corn was wasted. I usually have a smaller 
bunch of pigs following the larger fattening bunch. 

In the corn field the pigs grow faster cind larger than 
in the yard. 

I think that yard feeding can not be compared in any 
way with the field feeding. More and cheaper gains are 
secured; fertilizer is better distributed and the cost of 
caring for and harvesting the corn is greatly reduced. 

Following are the names of some farmers from other 
states who have followed this system and who have 
answered questions bearing upon it: 

1. Case Noteboom, Hawarden, Iowa. 
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2. Joseph Aleck, Logan, Iowa. 
3. John Brown, Logan, Iowa: 
4. J. E. Exton, Mulvane, Kansas. 
5. H. V. Packenpough, Logan, Iowa. 
6. H. Rosenquist, Oakes, N. D. 
7. E. C. Stone, Armstrong, Ill. 
8. J. A. Hunt, Logan, Iowa. 
These men will be referred to by number in the replies 

that they make to subsequent questions. 
Question: At what age do you usually turn hogs into 

the corn? 
1. The young pigs when the corn is "laid by" and 

the old when it is fit to feed. 
3. From 100 to 150 pounds; weight makes no differ

ence. 
4. 100 to 140 pounds. 
5. I turn pigs in after corn is five inches high. They 

start to tear it down when corn is in roasting ears. 
6. All sizes after husking the best corn. 
7. From weanlings to 150 pounds. 
8. 75 to 100 pounds. 
Question: At what time should they be turned into the 

corn field? 
2. About September first. 
3. When corn dents. 
4. When corn shells. 
5. When corn hardens. 
7. As soon as corn will do for pigs to eat. If wean

lings, they may be turned in as soon as the corn is past 
the milk ·stage. 

8. From the fifteenth of September to the first of 
October. 

Question: Do you feed shorts to pigs whii"e they are 
hogging down corn, and do you think it necessary to feed 
some sort of mill stuff if one grows rape in the corn field 
or has clover pasture to which the pigs have access? 

3. Shorts are fed twice a week or let pigs run in a 

., 

clover pasture to balance the ration. .). I' 

4. No. 
5. Feed wheat ground very fine .and one-fifth oil 

meal. Also clover and rape pasture. 
6. Do not consider it necessary, but if cheap, it is 

all right to feed. 
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7. No. Rape, however, will supplement corn better 
than mill feed. A pint of tankage to a pig is the best I 
ever tried. This is not necessary if he has clover. 

8. No. 
Question: Do you believe that the hogs should be 

given a chance to run all over the corn fields that are to be 
eaten down, or do you think it would be better to fence 
off a small portion of the field at a time? 

1. I turn into 40 acres at a time. I fence my land 
with an eye for convenience rather than with a desire of 
feeding off the corn. 

2. Turn in to twenty acres after saving 400 bushels. 
3. Let run all over 20 or 80 acre field, but if they can

not finish it before snow flies, husk the standing corn. 
4. I think 100 hogs should be confined to 300 bushels 

of corn. 
5. Let them run over as much field as they will clean 

up. 
7. Shoats weaned may be given liberty of field, yet 

this depends on the season. If dry, will have to break down 
some or turn in a few old sows. 

8. Put in enough to clean field before the spring 
work begins. 

Question: Do you find that hogs waste corn when they 
are permitted to gather it themselves? 

1. I will wager that my hogs do not waste a teacup 
of corn to the acre. 

2. I see no waste. 
3. No waste. 
4. Hogs do 'not waste corn. 
5. No corn wasted. 
6. No, not if a sufficient number are turned in. If 

there is any left the pigs will get it in the spring. 
7. No, I have never found a peck of waste per acre. 

Further, they will clean the field as they go, commencing 
at the entrance. 

8. No waste. 
Question: Does muddy or snowy, damp weather in

crease the waste of corn when fed in the fields? 
6. Yes. 
7. Yes. Such times field should be fenced patch at 

a time. If corn stands well and only shoats are used, 
fencing is not necessary. 
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8. It would, if hogs were taken out before field is 
dry enough for them to pick up the corn. 

Question: Do you think it takes longer to fatten the t 

pigs in the corn field than when feeding the corn in the 
yards? 

1. No. It gives more thrifty pigs. 
2. Never had hogs do better. 
3. They do better. 
5. It is way ahead. _ 
6. No, not if they have all they will eat. 
7. No, by all means. They will fatten much faster 

in the field. 
8. No. 
Question: How do you handle the fencing proposition, 

and do you think that you could afford to fence the corn 
field rather than husk the corn? 

1. Fencing is a problem, but the expense of husking 
will more than pay for it. 

3. I use woven wire fence. The first year pays for 
the trouble. 

4. V\1 ould rather fence than husk. 
5. Cannot afford to raise hogs without fencing the 

corn field. 
6. I have not fenced corn field, but let them have 

the run of the farm, as they find much waste grain in the 
fields. 

7. Yes. There is enough feed lost each year in the 
fields of Illinois to fence them. Every field on the farm 
where profit is made is hog tight. On my 180 acre farm 
I have 80 rods of portable board fence. This can be put 
anywhere in the field and moyed by one man in half a day. 

· 8. My farm is fence.-1 hog tight. I think anyone can 
afford to fence the field rather than husk corn. 

Question: Do you think it is as profitable to hog off 
corn with 75tb pigs as with those weighing 140tbs.? 

3. Any age is all right, but more protein feed must 
be fed. If very small, let older pigs in to break down the 
corn. Keep brood sows out. 

6. Yes. But to small pigs I would feed something 
that contained a large amount of protein in addition. 

7. I can see no difference. They get something in 
the corn field they cannot get anywhere else. Never turn 
a ringed pig into the cornfield. 
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8. Yes. 
Question: Do you think more fertilizer is secured for • 

the field when the hogs run o\·er it, or when the manure is 
hauled from the yard in which the hog·s are feel? If so, 
have you any evidence to offer in this regard where crops 
have annually been gro\Yn? 

1. I have tried it, hogging clown twenty acres and 
snapping twenty acres beside it, and then sowing both 
to wheat, giving the fields the same cultivation. The hog 
field made almost five bushels per acre more. Of course 
the value of corn stalks is lost in hogging and they are 
wo'rth considerable. 

3. Benefits the Janel greatly. 
4. More fertilizer is left when the hogs are in the 

field. 
5. The fertilizer secured will almost keep the soil in 

good condition if corn is grown three out of four years. 
6. If hogged off it will all be left in the field. 
7. I once made a test of hogging off in regard to the 

fertilizer left. A 46 acre field of uniform clover land was 
broken up and planted to corn, the yield being 85 bushels 
per acre. The follmYing year it was again planted to corn 
and partitioned off in the middle with a fence. Half was 
husked at four cents per bushel and the other was hogged 
off. The pigs hogging off the corn gained one-half pound 
a day more rapidly than those following the steers. The 
next year the same field went back to corn for the third 
time. \;Vhere the corn was hogged off the ground worked 
better and two and one-fourth bushels of corn per acre 
better yield were secured. 

8. More fertilizer secured in the field. 
Question: Do hogs leave the land in such a rough 

condition that extra work is required to level it down be
fore the subsequent crop can be sown? 

1. No. 
5. No, it does not. 
6. I ring my hogs if they root when I do not want 

them to. 
7. No, but they leave it in better condition to make 

a good seed bed the following spring. They root it up and 
plow it, but not deep; winter slacks it down and mellows. 
it until it handles fine in the spring. 

8. No. 
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Question: How long have you followed the system 
of hogging corn, and what do you think of it? 

1. I have hogged corn for ten years and in that time 
have fed off 1,000-1,200 acres. I think it is the best system 
because it saves husking, saves time and labor, and en
riches the soil immensely. 

2. Have hogged but one year. So well pleased will 
try it again. 

3. It saves labor. Don't have to look after the pigs. 
Hogged off for three years. 

4. . Three years. I think the system is all right. It is 
the most economic plan I ever tried. 

5. Three years. It is the only way. 
6. Two years. Saves work in the busy season. I 

think hogs do so much lJetter when they have their liberty. 
7. Four years. I shall feed no more corn from the 

time the corn is ready to turn on until the hogs need hous
ing in the winter. 

8. Four years. I think it is the only way to feed 
hogs. 

8. Four years. I think it is the only way to feed hogs. 
Question : Do you think this system of hogging corn 

lightens up the work in the fall if the hogs can be turned into 
the corn field? 

1. Yes, a great deal. 
3. Yes. Hogs do their own feeding. 
4. Goes a long way towards solving the hired help 

problem on the farm. 
5. It does. I have become so disgusted with the 

help question that I now turn my farm over to the hogs. 
They get almost as good returns as when I have the hired 
men, and I have no bother with them. 

6. In favor of hogging corn. 
7. In Illinois it saves 5 cents a bushel on all corn 

. consumed by hogs. 
8. Yes. 
The following shows what was done by Mr. Barney 

Simison in Indiana: 
"My experience in one instance, viz., the year of 1905, 

is the only year that I have followed the hogging off of 
·a corn crop where I kept dates and weights, and can give 
reliable data concerning the same, although my experience 
in this line has always been very satisfactory to myself. 
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"During the month of September, 1905, I decided to 
allow my shoats (101 in number) to gather their own 
feed for a time; and having anticipated the same during 
the early summer, I had sown seven acres of corn (during 
the last plowing) with Dwarf Essex rape seed, and having 
an abundance of rain to insure germination and growth, 
the rape did remarkably well, and \Vhen the corn was well 
enough matured to feed to hogs safely the rape was from 
ten to twelve inches high and a good even stand. I began 
feeding the seven acres of corn by cutting and throwing 
over the fence to the hogs or shoats on the fifth clay of 
September, and on said date I weighed the 101 head and 
they averaged 79 tbs. each, the lot weighing 7980 tbs. 
After cutting and throwing over the fence and gradually 
increasing the amount feel for about ten days, I turned 
the shoats into the patch to help themselves. The corn 
was a splendid crop, probably averaging from 85 to 90 
bushels per acre. The shoats all clicl exceedingly well, 
there not being a sick one during the time they were fed. 
On the twenty-fourth day of October the corn seemed to 
be all consumed and the rape as well. That date being a 
very rainy day and not suitable for weighing the hogs, I 
turned them out into their former pastures and fed them 
husked corn for that day, and the next day being a dry 
day, I got the hogs up and weighed them. The lot weigked 
18,080 tbs.; which showed an average gain of 100 pounds each 
for the fifty days they were thus fed. I sold these hogs a 
few days later at $4.85 per cwt. at home and weighed at 
home. As feeders or stock hogs these shoats were worth 
$5.00 per cwt. at the beginning of the feeding period given, 
which would be 7980 tbs. :it $5.00, or $398.95. They were 
worth $4.85 when feeding period ended, or 18,080 tbs. at 
$4.85 per cwt., amounting to $876.88. This shows a bal
ance for feed consumed of $477.93, equal to $69.56 per acre 
for the seven acres of corn and rape consumed. Condi
tions were most favorable for the feeding of the crop in 
this way as the weather was dry and there was practically 
no waste. I took a basket and \Vent over the patch a few 
days after turning the hogs out and got less than a bushel 
of corn from what remained standing." 
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